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My practice was originally rooted in photography, but has since widened to include language, 
installation and video.  

My work often addresses gender questions and mental health. I approach these subjects through 
a mix of personal experience and a lot of research. By connecting knowledge and experience, I 
can spin a web of associations and pinpoint connections that interest me. I have created works 
solely based on and with language (how we use words (Oxford Dictionary)). I have also used my 
personal writings and incorporated them in my photography (lingering).

I believe words and language to be extremely powerful and have come to use them in different ways 
in my artistic practice. I am very interested in languages and learning languages, and through this 
I’ve also come to be interested in the origin of certain words. Learning a language is very complex 
and requires one to amass a deep understanding, not only of the definition, but also of the usage 
which is dependent on cultures and contexts. 

Philautia has gone (a spectrum of study) questions our striving for “self-love” and “happiness”. 
We’ve created an entire industry ready and willing to give us the answer, the secret method, the 
key to self-love and happiness. Something we’re told to desire, but which is often depicted in a very 
shallow and narrow way. The titles give a sense of the variety of the possible answers out there and 
still there’s no chair, the books aren’t opened and it’s not convenient for us to read them. Only the 
titles of the books are legible. 

Artist Statement



Philautia is gone (a spectrum of study), 2019

self-help books, desk

Philautia is gone (a spectrum of study) takes a look at self-love and its absence through the use of self-help 
books. 





How we use words (Oxford Dictionary), 2019 - present

projection of words, definitions and examples

How we use words (Oxford Dictionary) explores how words differ in use from their genderneutral definition and 
reveals the underlying sexism within the English language. The definitions and example sentences have all been 
taken from the Oxford Dictionary website. 



List of words used in presentation as of now:

abrasive
bossy 
demure
ditzy
emotional
feisty
frigid
hysterical
loose
prude
sassy

ditzy
ADJECTIVE
North American 
informal 
Silly or scatterbrained.

Example 1
‘don’t tell me my ditzy secretary didn’t send you an invitation!’

Example 2
‘Though she could be a bit ditzy at times, Jenny was a genuinely nice person who had more friends than she 
could count.’

Example 3
‘Even when they’re on the ditzy side, these women still know what to do.’

Example 4
‘My worst fear was that I would falter and look like some stupid ditzy girl.’

Example 5
‘I’m very girly, very into fashion, and I can be more than a little ditzy.’



Lingering, 2018

Projection of photographs with text

The series of images are private thoughts visualized in private spaces. Some of them occur just once, while 
others reoccur. 













highspeed intimacy, 2018

Inkjet prints on semi-gloss paper, 1.5x1m

The images were taken in early May of 2018 during a session between Liz and the rope master RopuNawa. 




